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Just putting this on the record because of the optics of this case. 

During the course of my review of a computer seized from Anthony Weiner, a seizure and search of 
which was authorized by an SDNY Search Warrant, I encountered approximately/at least 340,000 emails 
stored on the computer. The large number of emails appears to be a result of a mail client program 
installed on that computer (such as Outlook) that pulled emails from servers belonging to both Anthony 
Weiner and Huma Abedin. 

A significant number of these 340,000 emails appeared to be between Hum a Abed in and Hillary Clinton 
(the latter who appears to have used a number of different email addresses). This is based simply a 
review of the header information. I did not review content of these emails, as the warrant only 
authorized me to view items that would give me probable cause to believe that CP evidence may reside 
therein. 

SDNY is comfortable with me continuing my review as I have, which is to NOT read any emails to/from 
Anthony Weiner to which his wife, or a possible attorney is a party. Even if there is a third party on 
those emails, I will not review their content out of an abundance of caution. Obviously, I will not review 
any emails to which Anthony Weiner is not a party (such as emails between Ms. Abedin and Mrs. 
Clinton) . 

I just wanted to formally bring this to your attention due to the pending election, the ongoing 
Congressional investigation into the FBl's own investigation into Ms. Clinton's email activities, etc. 
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